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Prediction markets have drawn considerable attention in recent years as a tool for forecasting elections. But how accurate are they? Do they outperform the polls, as some
scholars argue? Do prices in election markets carry information beyond the horserace in
the latest polls? This paper assesses the accuracy of US presidential election betting
markets in years before and after opinion polling was introduced. Our results are
provocative. First, we ﬁnd that market prices are far better predictors in the period without
polls than when polls were available. Second, we ﬁnd that market prices of the pre-poll era
predicted elections almost on par with polls following the introduction of scientiﬁc polling.
Finally, when we have both market prices and polls, prices add nothing to election
prediction beyond polls. To be sure, early election markets were (surprisingly) good at
extracting campaign information without scientiﬁc polling to guide them. For more recent
markets, candidate prices largely follow the polls.
Ó 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In recent years, prediction markets have drawn
considerable acclaim as a tool for forecasting future events
(e.g., Arrow et al., 2008; Wolfers and Zitzewitz, 2008).
Election marketsdbetting markets on election outcomesdare a centerpiece of this discussion. Indeed,
information-market proponents typically promote the
purported success of election markets as a basis for advocating prediction markets in other realms. A common claim
is that prices in election markets, such as the Iowa Electronic Market (IEM), predict elections better than “trial
heat” polls that register vote preferences prior to Election
Day (in addition to Arrow et al., 2008; Wolfers and
Zitzewitz, 2008, see Berg and Rietz, 2006; Berg et al.,
2008a,b). Rhode and Strumpf (2004) have shown that
even the voting markets in the era before scientiﬁc polling
had a strong record of accuracy.
Why is it widely believed that election market prices
forecast better than polls? The rationale is that market
price setters can anticipate electoral factors that are not
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incorporated in the polls.1 This idea that election markets
are superior to the polls has traveled from economics into
other academic realms (e.g., Caldeira, 2004; Sunstein,
2005) and popular literature as well (e.g., Surowiecki,
2004). As mentioned, the evidence most commonly cited
as the basis for election market superiority comes from the
Iowa “vote share” market. In a vote share market, one share
of a candidate pays off on Election Day in direct proportion
to the candidate’s ﬁnal vote share. For instance, one share
in Barack Obama at the end of the 2008 campaign paid off
at 54 cents. A trader who bought Obama at, say, 50 cents

1
Consider the earliest stages of an election campaign. At this point in
time, poll results bear little resemblance to the ﬁnal Election Day
numbers (Campbell, 2000; Wlezien and Erikson, 2002; Erikson and
Wlezien, 2012). But it is known that campaigns tend to steer the vote
in the direction of the “fundamentals” of the election that are knowable
in advance (see, e.g., Gelman and King, 1993; Bartels and Zaller, 2001;
Vavreck, 2009). Election market actors have an obvious incentive to
take into account this information and so there is reason to expect early
market prices to reﬂect Election Day fundamentals that are not yet
reﬂected in the polls.
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and held the stock to Election Day, would obtain 54 cents
for a four cent proﬁt, an eight percent return.2
What market proponents have shown is that IEM vote
share prices during campaigns correspond more closely to
the ﬁnal vote than do trial heat poll margins measured at
the same time in the campaign (Berg et al., 2008a). In this
narrow sense, it appears that markets prices are better than
polls at predicting the exact Election Day vote margin at
different points in the election cycle. The problem is that
market prices and trial heat polls are not directly comparable. Although they are both measured as percentages,
market prices and vote margins are measures of different
things. Whereas market prices reﬂect forecasts of the
expected vote on Election Day, the polls register vote
intentions when the polls were taken. As is well known to
those familiar with campaigns, vote margins in polls do not
translate directly into the Election Day vote (Campbell,
2000; Wlezien and Erikson, 2002; Erikson and Wlezien,
2012). Speciﬁcally, leads tend to shrink over time. A
proper comparison would take this into account, and
translate the polls into forecasts based on their historical
relationship with the vote. When converted in this way, the
polls beat market prices as predictors more often than not
(Erikson and Wlezien, 2008). That is, historically one could
proﬁt in the Iowa market by betting based on the size of the
discounted poll results relative to the market prices.
Actually, few election markets are conducted as vote
share markets. Most, both today and in the past, are
winner-take-all markets (WTA), where investors wager on
the winner, given the candidates’ odds of victory.3 WTA
markets are subject to an underdog bias similar to what we
see in horserace betting (Wolfers and Zitzewitz, 2004,
2008). For instance, throughout most of Bill Clinton’s two
victorious presidential campaigns, the Iowa market overestimated his opponents’ chances of catching up, compared
to what a reasonable interpretation of the polls would
suggest (Erikson and Wlezien, 2008).4
While these results are intriguing, the best test of
whether markets prices and polls are the stronger predictor
would be to pit them against each other as independent
variables in a standard multivariate analysis forecasting the
outcome. Unfortunately, this test requires a number of
elections in which both poll data and market data are
available, and modern electronic markets have been
around for only a handful of elections. If, for instance, we
want to compare winner-take-all market prices from the
Iowa Electronic Market (IEM) with poll results as predictors

2
One need not buy and hold, as a share can be sold at any time there is
a buyer willing to pay the asking price.
3
With WTA markets, one share of a candidate pays off one dollar if the
candidate wins and nothing if the candidate loses. For instance, a trader
who bought one share of Obama for 50 cents and held it until Election
Day received one dollar, for a 50 cent proﬁt, fully 100% of the investment.
In contrast with vote share presidential markets, there is little research on
winner-take-all markets, but see Erikson and Wlezien (2008).
4
Holbrook (2010) shows that citizen forecasts of who will win (from
National Election Study surveys) also performed well by comparison with
electronic markets in recent years, at least at the very end of the election
cycle.
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of presidential elections in the US, we have only the ﬁve
presidential elections between 1992 and 2008.5
As it turns out, however, we have much more national
level data to draw on. Thanks to the efforts of Rhode and
Strumpf (2004), we now have information about vigorous
election markets that thrived on the Wall Street Curbdthat
is, not on the New York Stock Exchangedgoing back from
at least as far as 1880 up to 1960. Snowberg et al. (2007)
assembled election-eve prices from these Wall Street
Curb markets, contemporary electronic markets, and, for
most of the intervening years, London bookmaker odds.
This makes it possible to compare election-eve market
prices and election-eve trial-heat polls as predictors of
presidential elections for 16 data pointsdall presidential
elections from 1936 through 2008 except for 1964, 1968,
and 1972, for which we have no market data. This is more
than the number of cases that presidential election forecasters typically use for their augury.6 Curb market prices
from earlier years yield 14 “control” cases for 1880–
1932dpresidential elections with prediction markets but
no scientiﬁc polls.7
With market prices from the end of each of 30 presidential elections, we are able to compare the performance
of markets and the polls. For the modern polling era, we can
directly test whether market prices or poll results really are
the best predictors. We also can compare the accuracy of
presidential betting market prices in the two historical
periods, that is, before and after public opinion polls were
introduced. This will inform us regarding whether markets
improved (or worsened) with the availability of scientiﬁc
polls.
A limitation of our analysis is that the market price data
are all from late in the election campaign, when there is
little time for future events to affect the election. Still, we
can compare the accuracy of markets from an earlier era
without scientiﬁc polls with polls from the current era
when polls are trusted to forecast the outcome. And we can
see whether election markets provide useful forecasting
information during the current era of polling over and
above what is in the polls from the closing days of the
campaigns.
1. Prediction markets and the polls
It is commonly understood that before scientiﬁc polling
was invented, political observers had a difﬁcult time
gauging public opinion on the issues of the day (Geer,
1996). It would seem to follow that elections of the prepoll era were conducted under greater uncertainty about
the outcome than elections today. Given their limiting
conditions, observers would monitor various indicators for
cues (Kernell, 2000; Karol, 2007; see also Robinson and

5
In response to this limitation, Rothschild (2009) turned to analysis of
polls and markets in a set of state-level elections from 2008, and found
strong support for informed markets using poll projections and
“debiased” market prices.
6
See, e.g., the forecasting symposium in PS: Political Science and Politics,
vol. 41, issue 4 (October), 2008.
7
For details on the conduct of the early election markets, see Rhode
and Strumpf (2004).
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Chaddock, 1932). In the absence of scientiﬁc polls, election
market prices were eagerly studied for evidence of election
trends As Rhode and Strumpf (2004) were the ﬁrst to show,
these early markets had a strong record of accuracy in
terms of ﬁnal prices predicting the winner. Rhode and
Strumpf also show that they performed impressively on
certain tests of market efﬁciency. Still, one might expect
that with an absence of poll information, these early
market prices could not gauge presidential election
outcomes as well as polls do today.
Based on the conventional wisdom, therefore, one
would expect polls to dominate election markets as the
election predictor when only one but not the other is
present. When polling is introduced, election markets
become more efﬁcient because market players can incorporate the new type of information from the polls. If
nothing else, they should reduce uncertainty about public
preferences (see, e.g., Geer, 1996). Given that market prices
are informed by both polls and additional information
beyond the polls, it is widely believed that markets are
superior to the polls for forecasting elections. For instance,
market participants can take into account other information that is not beyond expressed preferences of the day.
They have the incentivedthe motivationdto do so. Tell us
the betting line, say market believers, and we tell you the
outcome with greater accuracy than the latest polls (Berg
and Rietz, 2006; Berg et al., 2008a; Wolfers and Zitzewitz,
2004; Page, 2008).
Although these all may be reasonable expectations, it
turns out that none holds up when put to the test of
applying them to US history when predicting presidential
elections on the eve of Election Day. Our analysis shows
that market prices were far better predictors without polls
(1880–1932) than with polls available (1936–2008). We
also ﬁnd that market prices of the pre-poll era predicted
presidential elections with an accuracy that is competitive
with that of modern polling. Finally, we ﬁnd that lastminute market prices add nothing to election prediction
once we control for trial heat polls during the ﬁnal week of
the campaign.
At ﬁrst glance, this is quite topsy-turvy. The ﬁrst of these
upsets would have us believe that markets perform better
when polls are not available as a guide. The second would
have us believe that polls add only marginally to predict
elections beyond the information election markets hold in
the absence of polls. The third would have us believe that
election market prices are not informative when polls are
available. In the sections that follow we ﬁrst present the
data analysis supporting the odd set of results. Then we
attempt a reconciliation of theory and evidence, and
consider implications of the ﬁndings and the future of
forecasting using markets and polls.
2. Comparing prediction markets: 1880–1932 vs.
1936–2008
Recall that we have three different kinds of market data.
First, for the period between 1880 and 1960, we have the
prices from the real Wall Street Curb markets (Rhode and
Strumpf, 2004). Second, for the period from 1992 to the
present, we have the prices from online markets,

speciﬁcally the Iowa Electronic Markets through 2000,
Tradesports in 2004, and Intrade (formerly Tradesports) in
2008. Third, for some of the intervening years, where we
have neither the old or new markets, we have the London
betting oddsdspeciﬁcally, from Snowberg et al. we have
these betting odds for 1976–1988 but not 1964–1972. As
the ﬁnal available market prices, they can be interpreted as
the market’s judgment on the eve of the election regarding
the probability of victory, e.g., a price of 34 cents registers
a 34% probability of victory.8 We convert the prices into
two-party probabilities of a Democratic win.9
Since winner-take-all prices are related to the actual
vote in a decidedly non-linear fashion, it is helpful to
transform the price data in some way. The obvious choice is
to convert the prices as probabilities into the log of the
odds. Accordingly, our dependent variable of interest
becomes the log of the market odds (in shorthand the logodds) that the Democrats will win the election. The log of
the odds of a Democratic victory according to the market is
related in a linear way to the actual vote.
Figs. 1 and 2 show the election-eve log-odds of
a Democratic victory from the betting markets as a function
of the actual vote. Fig. 1 plots these data for the 14 elections
between 1880 and 1932, before the advent of polling. Fig. 2
plots the data for the 16 subsequent elections for which we
have
market
datadexcluding
1964, 1968,
and
1972dthrough 2008. The comparison of the two ﬁgures is
revealing.
As inferred by the tightness of the correlation between
the log-odds and the vote, prices responded most crisply to
the signal of the actual vote during the early, pre-poll era.
Remarkably, for the 1880–1932 period, log-odd prices
correlate at þ.96 with the vote. As Rhode and Strumpf
(2004) note, market prices on election eve predicted the
correct winner in all but one (1916) of the 14 pre-poll
elections. This degree of accuracy is not true for the later
period, however. For the era beginning in 1936 when polls
became available, the vote-price correlation is a more
modest þ.65, and the market prices got the wrong popular
vote winner in three of the 16 post-poll elections (1948,
1976 and 2000).10 (All correlations reported in the text are
presented in one convenient table in the appendix.)
The most precise way to compare the patterns shown in
Figs. 1 and 2 is to compare market prices in the different
eras as a function of the signal of the actual vote. Speciﬁcally, for a given vote margin in the election, was the
outcome more certain in the earlier or the later era, as seen
by betting market investors?. For this test we turn from
correlation to regression, and for each era compute the
regression equation predicting the log-odds from the vote.

8
This seemingly straightforward interpretation of prices is the subject
of some disputedsee Manski (2006).
9
For measurement details, see Snowberg et al. (2007) and Rhode and
Strumpf (2004). All prices we use are from the twilight of the campaign. It
is not always clear whether they are literally from the ﬁnal day or from
the ﬁnal weeks. With a bit of license, the candidate prices of this paper
are referred to as being on “election eve.”
10
The 2000 IEM market was to select the popular vote winner. Since the
ﬁnal pre-election price favored Bush over Gore, this election is classiﬁed
as a mistake.
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Fig. 1. Election market prices as a function of the actual vote, 1880–1932.
Prices are measured as the log of the odds of a Democratic victory. Vote is
measured as the Democratic percent of the two-party vote. The line is based
on a regression relating prices and the vote.

For the pre-poll era, the slope is 0.19; for the post-poll era, it
is a similar 0.17. Neither the pre-poll nor post-poll equation
suggests bias, in that each regression line shows that when
the vote was 50-50, the expected log-odds is close to the
neutral zero value.11 Not only are the two equations in the
different periods strikingly similar. The slight edge in terms
of steepness of the regression slope goes to the pre-poll
markets.
What do these results imply about election-eve election
markets, before and after the advent of polling? First, the
correlation and regression-based evidence indicates that
the knowledgeable price-setters were able to gauge
degrees of relative Democratic vs. Republican strength with
amazing claritydgreater, so it appears, than price-setters in
the thinner markets of the polling era. Polls may have had
a distorting effect on markets. When the polls have been
accurate, so too have been market prices. But when polls
have gone wrong, so have market prices. Consider that in
1948, Dewey’s late pre-election market price was 89 cents
(making him an almost 9 to 1 favorite), pretty much as the
polls (and the Chicago Tribune) had it.
Second, for any given presidential vote outcome, on
average the odds were at least as certain during the prepoll era as later. We know this from the similar regression
lines for the two eras. Before polls, landslides were seen as
landslides and close elections were seen as close, just as in
the modern era. And elections in between were seen with
about the same degree of certainty as during the polling
era. Compare the market prices for the fabled 1896 election
and the 1988 election of recent history. Each was won by
the Republican (McKinley and Bush respectively), with
McKinley’s victory over Bryan a bit closer than Bush’s over
Dukakis. But, the 1896 Wall Street curb market saw
McKinley’s victory with greater certainty than did the

11
If the Democratic presidential vote is measured as the deviation from
50 percent, the intercept provides the estimate of bias. With this transformation of the vote, neither intercept is statistically signiﬁcant at the
.05 level.
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Fig. 2. Election market prices as a function of the actual vote, 1936–2008.
Prices are measured as the election-eve log of the odds of a Democratic
victory. Vote is measured as the Democratic percent of the two-party vote.
The line is based on a regression relating prices and the vote.

London punters regarding Bush’s win. If market prices
reﬂect informed opinion of the moment, it would seem that
scientiﬁc polls are not necessary for knowledgeable
observers to foresee an election outcome.
It will certainly occur to the reader that, while Figs. 1 and
2 display the actual vote as the independent variable and
the market prediction as the dependent variable, we could
just as easily do it the other way around. Setting the vote as
the independent variable is the appropriate way for causal
inference, since the purpose is to see how the vote margin
works as a signal to account for betting behavior. We can
reverse the dependent and independent variables, with no
intrinsic gain or loss of information. However, the purpose
becomes strictly descriptive for forecasting purposes rather
than causal inference (prices do not cause the vote). This
reversal of dependent and independent variables allows
a comparison of earlier and the later betting markets in
terms of their ability to predict the vote division. The test
then becomes: which equation has the smaller prediction
error on average, as measured by the root mean squared
error (RMSE)? The results are from the ﬁrst two regression
equations in Table 1. The early election markets win this
test easily, with a RMSE of only 2.30 compared to 4.36 for
election markets of the polling era. Clearly, markets with
polls were substantially worse than markets without polls.
3. Prediction markets 1880–1932 vs. polls 1936–2008
The advent of scientiﬁc public opinion polling supposedly led to more accurate readings of public sentiment in
advance of presidential elections. But, have polls performed
any better than the early election markets, whose
surprising accuracy was the subject of our discussion? If the
comparison is with polls over the full period of polling,
1936–2008, the surprising answer is no. For our test, we
measure election-eve trial-heat poll results as the average
of all polls during the ﬁnal week of the campaign (or the
most recent poll if none are available during the ﬁnal
week). In these polls, respondents were asked about how
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Table 1
Predicting the presidential vote from election market prices (log of odds of democratic win) during the pre-polling era and from trial-heat polls during the
polling era.

Constant
Market price of dem. win
(log odds)
% Dem. in polls
Adjusted R-squared
RMSE
N

1880–1932

1936–2008

(1)

(2)

Coefﬁcient (std. error)

Coefﬁcient (std. error)

Coefﬁcient (std. error)

51.09 (0.70)
4.75 (0.42)

49.93 (1.09)
2.43 (0.75)

10.53 (4.42)
–

–

–

.91
2.30
14

.39
4.36
16

0.80 (0.88)
.82
2.72
19

(3)

Standard errors in parentheses. Market prices are for the last days of the campaign. Poll results are for the ﬁnal week. Poll results and the vote are measured
as the Democratic percent of the two-party vote. The key result is that the RMSEs are comparable in size. Pre-poll markets predicted the vote with almost as
little error as do opinion polls. The RMSE for polls is lower (2.57) if the three elections without market data are excluded.

they would vote “if the election were held today” (with
minor differences in question wording) or, less frequently,
who they “would like to see win.” The exact measure is the
Democratic candidate’s share of the two-party “vote” in the
polls, ignoring third-party candidates.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the strong relationship between the
vote and the polls for the 19 post-1932 presidential elections. The correlation is an impressive þ.91 (þ.90 excluding
the three elections without market data). This still is
slightly less than the pre-poll correlation of þ.96 between
the log-odds of market prices and the vote. But this
comparison does not mean that the earlier markets were
actually superior to today’s polls; the correlation comparison can be misleading when the two “samples” have
different variances. A fairer comparison is to model the vote
in the different eras as the dependent variable and predict
it separately from the log odds of market prices (pre-polls)
and the later poll results. The test is the comparison of the
root mean squared error (RMSE) predicting the vote from
these variables.
The third equation in Table 1 predicts the vote from the
polls for the period 1936–2008. Here we can see that the
RMSE of 2.72 is greater than that the 2.30 value we saw for
the pre-poll election markets. Whereas the pre-poll
market equation projects a conﬁdence interval of about

Fig. 3. Predicting the vote from the polls, 1936–2008.

4½ points (þ/ two RMSEs), our estimate of the conﬁdence interval based on actual poll performance is
a slightly larger 5½ points. Though the difference is not
large, the results imply that pre-poll market prices predicted presidential vote margins with at least the accuracy
of contemporary polls. There is no denying that early
election markets were surprisingly good at extracting
campaign information without scientiﬁc polling to guide
them. Somehow, the market price-setters were able to
weigh the political evidence with a forecasting acumen
similar to if not greater than what we learn today from the
polls.12

4. Prediction markets vs. polls 1936–2008
Having compared prediction markets before and after
polls, we next want to compare markets and polls directly.
Since polling began in the 1930s, are polls or election
markets the better forecaster on election eve? From our
discussion of the various RMSEs, we already have the
answer. Since the RMSE for polls (column 3 of Table 1) is
smaller than the RMSE for the election markets for the
same period (column 2 of Table 1), we already possess the
information to answer that question. Polls are the better
predictor.
There is an important follow-up question, however. That
is, do market prices at least contribute useful information
about predicting the election that is not apparent from the
polls? Ideally we would answer this question by comparing
polls and prices months before the election, when there
still are events to affect the outcome. But, for the poll era,
except for the ﬁve most recent elections we only have
prices for election eve. The analysis must be limited

12
One potential challenge to the acumen of early market price-setters is
that they simply followed the election returns from the previous election.
More than one might think, the current presidential vote historically
tracks the previous election’s vote (Bartels, 1998). We can test whether
the log of market prices tracked the previous election with a regression
equation predicting the log-odds from the signal of the previous election
result independent of the signal of the current election about to be held.
The lagged vote does not add anything to predictions of markets prices
during either the pre-poll era or the poll era. In each case the coefﬁcient is
incorrectly negatively-signed but not signiﬁcant.
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Table 2
Predicting the presidential vote from election market prices (log of odds of
democratic win) and trial-heat polls during the polling era, 1936–2008.
Coefﬁcient (std. error)
Constant
Market price of dem. win (log odds)
% Dem. in polls
Adjusted R-squared
RMSE
N

17.99 (11.35)
1.54(0.77)
1.39 (0.23)
.82
2.33
16

Standard errors in parentheses. Market prices are for the last days of the
campaign. Poll results are for the ﬁnal week. Poll results and the vote are
measured as the Democratic percent of the two-party vote.

therefore to comparing prices on the eve of the election
with polls during the ﬁnal week. Do these late market
prices contain information not found in the late polls?
The answer is no. The multivariate equation in Table 2
provides the evidence. The test is not whether the predictive power of market prices exceeds that of the polls. The
much more modest test is simply whether the coefﬁcient
for market prices is positive and signiﬁcantly different from
zero when the polls are held constant. As can be seen, when
polls and prices are raced in a multivariate equation predicting the vote, the poll coefﬁcient is positive and statistically signiﬁcant (p < .001). The price coefﬁcient is actually
negative, although not to a statistically signiﬁcant degree.
From this exercise we see that election eve market prices
have not provided information about the election outcome
beyond what is in election-eve polls.13
This admittedly is a hard test because, if the polls are
accurate, virtually all information about the election will be
reﬂected in ﬁnal polls. And market prices clearly reﬂect the
polls: election market log odds correlate with poll margins
at þ.86, as shown in Fig. 4. This correlation is considerably
higher than prices’ þ.65 correlation with the vote. It thus
appears that market prices follow the polls when the latter
are available. This is true whether the polls get it right, as
they usually do, or wrong. The 1948 upset reelection of
Truman over Dewey is the classic example of where the
polls went wrong. Yet the betting markets at the time did
not contradict the ﬂawed polls, and made Dewey the
prohibitive favorite instead. Thus, over the era of polling,
election-eve market prices have been no more informative
about the election outcome beyond what was known from
the polls. To the extent market prices have departed from
the polls, they added error rather than further accuracy.
5. Prediction markets vs. the polls, 1952–2008
To understand the relative predictive power of
“modern” polls and markets relative to the early pre-poll
markets, it is crucial to take into account the election

13
An equivalent demonstration is to ﬂip the vote and the market price,
making the price the dependent variable. When the log-odds of market
prices are predicted from both the polls and the actual vote (as a signal of
what is not in the polls), the coefﬁcient for the vote is negative. This
follows from the discussion in the text, and makes clear that market
prices failed to incorporate information from the actual outcome that was
not already present in the poll results.

Fig. 4. Predicting the market prices from the polls, 1936–2008.

years we include for the analysis of “modern” polls and
markets. We begin with 1936, a year when even the heralded Gallup poll considerably underestimated Roosevelt’s
vote strength and when there was considerable market
uncertainty reﬂecting the huge difference between the
Gallup and the Literary Digest poll predictions. The period
also includes the polling disaster of 1948 of “Dewey beats
Truman” fame. We know that polling performance changed
dramatically, particularly in the wake of the 1948 debacle.
Perhaps the markets improved as the polls themselves
improved.
The evidence supports this interpretation. First, note
that the correlation between the trial-heat polls and the
vote for the post-1948 period is a near-perfect þ.97,
appreciably larger than the correlation (þ.91) for the full
1936–2008 period, and slightly edges the þ.96 correlation
between market prices and the vote during the pre-poll era.
Second, as seen from the ﬁrst equation of Table 3, the RMSE
predicting the vote from polls drops to 1.39, meaning that
post-1948 polls make sharper percentage point predictions
than did pre-poll markets (RMSE ¼ 2.30).
With the new time frame, the log-odds of market prices
predict the vote (r ¼ þ.88) with an accuracy far better than
for the full 1936–2008 period (r ¼ þ.65). As shown in Table
3, Eq. (2), the RMSE predicting the vote from the log-odds of
prices, declines to 2.30, precisely the same as the 2.30 RMSE
for the pre-poll era. This improvement in market prices
when starting the clock in 1952 can be traced to the
markets’ reliance on the greatly improved polls.14 As polls
improved, market prices did too.
We can also ask, with our new start period, do election
eve market prices add relevant information not available in
the late polls? The third equation of Table 3 compares the
polls and the market-imputed vote as predictors of the
actual vote once again, this time for the 1952–2008 period.
As for the full 1936–2008 period, we ﬁnd no evidence that
market prices add information beyond the late polls. The
polls are a highly signiﬁcant predictor. With poll results

14
The polls-prices correlation for the 1952–2008 period is slightly
stronger: þ.91 instead of þ.86 for the 1936–2008 period.
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Table 3
Predicting the vote from market prices and the polls, 1952–2008.

Percentage in polls
Log-odds of market prices
Intercept
Adjusted R-squared
RMSE
N

(1)

(2)

(3)

Coefﬁcient (std. error)

Coefﬁcient (std. error)

Coefﬁcient (std. error)

–

0.81 (0.18)
0.11 (0.64)
9.35 (8.17)
.91
1.37
12

0.74 (0.05)
–
12.62 (2.32)
.95
1.39
15

2.62 (0.45)
4.81 (0.66)
.75
2.30
12

Standard errors in parentheses. Market prices are for the last days of the campaign. Poll results are for the ﬁnal week. Poll results and the vote are measured
as the Democratic percent of the two-party vote. The three elections (1964, 1968 and 1972) without market data are excluded.

held constant, however, the coefﬁcient for market prices,
though positive, is far from statistically signiﬁcant.15

6. Discussion and conclusion
The impetus for this study is the contemporary interest
in how well election prediction markets perform as electoral predictors. Back in the era before scientiﬁc public
opinion polls, election markets worked remarkably well.
This is a story told before and told well by Rhode and
Strumpf (2004). As we show here, early markets worked
so well that we are led to believe that the political cognoscenti of the times could read the political tea leaves about
as well as modern day observers can from reading the polls.
Before polling, US presidential elections were not held
under a cloud of uncertainty about the outcome. Somehow
at least the “smart money” knew.
The curb election markets of the pre-poll era were
“thick” markets, with a high level of participation and
investment (Rhode and Strumpf, 2004). In an atmosphere
with many gamblers using their hearts to bet on their
political favorites, others could use their heads to exploit
the market for personal gain.16 The group’s actions set the
prices in a way that reﬂected the fundamentals of the
election and mimicked the understanding of election
outcomes in the current era where the campaign news is
dominated by stories about who is ahead in the polling
horserace. In these respects, the early election markets
approached the conditions for an ideal information market
to work (Wolfers and Zitzewitz, 2008).
When polls supplanted betting markets as the major
mechanism for reading the electoral tea leaves, the quality
of election forecasting actually sank, at least for the short
run. In the early days of polling, through at least 1948, the
polls were less accurate than the earlier markets. It turns
out that the availability of public opinion polls affects the
accuracy of election markets, but not as one might initially
think. Once polls entered the picture, betting markets
thinned, possibly due to a decline in their salience. And
remaining presidential betting markets (offshore for

a time) became heavily dependent on what the polls were
showing. Even when the polls were inaccurate (e.g., 1948)
the market followed the polls. If there was information
beyond the polls in 1948 to suggest that Truman might win,
bettors in the election markets did not see it coming.
We can speculate about the lessons learned regarding
current election markets. By all accounts betting markets
withered with the dawn of polls. Interest in them has
renewed with the advent in recent years of electronic
election markets such as the pioneering Iowa Electronic
Stock Market and, more recently, Intrade and other online
election betting sites. Although the new infant markets
may not yet have lived up to their promise, they can
improve. With growing interest and a higher volume of
trading, the performance of future trading markets may
surpass that of its ancestral forbearers from the pre-poll
era. In theory, the promise is that election markets,
informed by polls plus other information, will perform
better than polls alone.
We close with questions for further research. If election
markets were so accurate (at least on election eve), could
we say the same thing about public opinion on topical
issues? Perhaps we could answer this question if betting
markets could be found on referendum elections from the
pre-poll era. Ideally we could broaden the analysis to cover
election markets prices early in the campaign cycle. This
data is harder to come by except for all but the most recent
elections. Could it be that pre-polling election markets
compared in accuracy to today’s polls when measured in,
say, July of the election year? What would the data indicate
about the volatility of campaign dynamics of the prepolling era?
We do know the following: Before polling, election
outcomes were not the major surprises we might think
they were. Late in the campaign, betting market prices
reﬂected the ﬁnal outcome with remarkable accuracydcompetitive with the election odds we would assign
today based on careful readings of late polls.17 Once polls
became available, betting markets on election eve simply
follow the polls. This comes as no surprise. If polls are
credible, there is little information for market investors to

15

The result is robust to excluding each election with replacement.
Smart money investors might have relied on the equivalent of
modern-day models of election outcomes, focusing on the state of the
economy and evaluations of the president’s public standing. For reviews
of election prediction models in US presidential elections, see Lewis-Beck
and Rice (1992), Campbell and Garand (2000).
16

17
Polls provide point predictions plus a margin of error. In this sense
they provide a forecast of certainty which is usually interpreted by the
media as whether the point prediction is within “the margin of error.”
Winner-take-all election markets provide an exact degree of certainty
about the election in the report of market prices or odds on victory.
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incorporate regarding shocks to the electoral preferences
from the time of the ﬁnal polls to Election Day.
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Appendix

Correlations among variables

Vote-market
Market-polls
Vote-polls,
all casesa
Vote-polls,
only if
market data
Number of
elections

Pre-polls
(1890–1932)

Full polling
era (1936–2008)

Later polling
era (1952–2008)

.96
–
–

.65
.86
.91

.88
.90
.97

–

.90

.96

14

15

12

Vote ¼ Democratic percent of Two-Party Vote. Market ¼ Log of the Odds of
a Democratic Win based on Market Prices. Polls ¼ Democratic percent of
Two-Party Vote in Final Week’s Polls.
a
Includes 1964, 1968 and 1972, years for which market prices are not
available but polls are.
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